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INTEGRABLE MODULES FOR GRADED LIE TORI WITH
FINITE DIMENSIONAL WEIGHT SPACES
SOUVIK PAL
Abstract. An important problem in the representation theory of affine
and toroidal Lie algebras is to classify all possible irreducible integrable
modules with finite dimensional weight spaces. Recently the irreducible
integrable modules having finite dimensional weight spaces with non-
trivial central action have been classified for a more general class of Lie
algebras, namely the graded Lie tori. In this paper, we classify all the
irreducible integrable modules with finite dimensional weight spaces for
this graded Lie tori where the central elements act trivially. Thus we
ultimately obtain all the simple objects in the category of integrable
modules with finite dimensional weight spaces for the graded Lie tori.
MSC: Primary: 17B67; Secondary: 17B65, 17B70.
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1. Introduction
One of the main ingredients that make the study of affine Kac-Moody
algebras and their representations tractable is the existence of an explicit
realization. The classical procedure to acquire this concrete realization in
case of a twisted affine Lie algebra proceeds in two simple steps [17]. In the
first step, the derived Lie algebra of the affine Kac-Moody algebra modulo its
centre is constructed by means of the loop algebra (in one variable) twisted
by a diagram automorphism of a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra. In
the second step, the affine Lie algebra is ultimately obtained from this loop
algebra by taking its universal central extension and then adding the degree
derivation. The multivariable generalization of this classical object is the
subject of the current paper.
In order to generalize the above two step procedure, we first need to find
a suitable replacement for the twisted loop algebra. This eventually leads
us to the notion of a centreless Lie torus satisfying fgc condition (which
means that the Lie torus is finitely generated as a module over its centroid).
It was shown in [1] that such a Lie torus of non-zero nullity always has a
multiloop realization and in the one variable case, this Lie algebra is exactly
equivalent to the twisted version of the loop algebra mentioned above. It is
1
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worth mentioning here that centreless Lie tori satisfying fgc condition play
an extremely important role in the theory of extended affine Lie algebras
(EALAs for short) as they turn out to be the centreless cores of almost
every EALA [22].
We first start with a centreless Lie torus LT (See Definition 2.5) and then
consider its universal central extension given by LT = LT ⊕ Z(m) (See
Subsection 2.4) which is again a Lie torus. Finally we construct the graded
Lie torus L˜T by adding the space D spanned by only finitely many degree
derivations to LT (See (2.4)). The centre of this Lie algebra is spanned
by the elements K1, · · · ,Kn. If all these central elements act trivially on a
L˜T -module, we say that the level of this representation is zero, otherwise
we say that the representation has non-zero level.
Unlike their structure, the representations of the graded Lie tori are not so
well-understood except in some isolated cases like affine Lie algebras (both
twisted and untwisted) and untwisted toroidal Lie algebras. The study of
representations of L˜T is nothing but the study of Zn-graded representations
of the Lie torus LT . Perhaps the most interesting and widely studied class
of representations in case of both affine and toroidal Lie algebras are the
integrable ones as they can be lifted to their corresponding groups.
The main purpose of our paper is to classify all the level zero irreducible
integrable representations of L˜T having finite dimensional weight spaces. If
n = 1, an exhaustive collection of these irreducible modules can be deduced
from the works of V. Chari, A. Pressley and S. Eswara Rao for the untwisted
as well as for the twisted case [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In the multivariable setup, if the
n-tuple of automorphisms σ = (σ1, · · · , σn) corresponding to our Lie torus
L(g, σ) (See Definition 2.1) are all taken to be trivial, then L˜T is simply
the untwisted toroidal Lie algebra. In this context, the above mentioned
irreducible representations have been classified by S. Eswara Rao [10, 11].
Subsequently, another related problem was also solved for a specific twisted
multiloop algebra in [4]. In this particular instance, the authors did not
consider the universal central extension and provided a classification only
for the graded version of the specific multiloop algebra.
This paper is an attempt to generalize the aforesaid classification problems
for the first time in case of level zero modules. The ideas utilized in this
paper are inspired from the toroidal case [10, 11, 12]. But there are many
instances where we need to resort to completely different arguments which
will be evident in due course. We now summarize the content of our paper.
In Section 2, we construct the graded Lie torus L˜T as mentioned above.
This Lie algebra has a natural triangular decomposition (See (3.1)) given by
L˜T =
(
L˜T
)
−
⊕
(
L˜T
)
0
⊕
(
L˜T
)
+
.
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In Section 3, we prove the existence of a highest weight vector in our module
V (See Proposition 3.7). In Section 4, we consider the highest weight space
V+ = {v ∈ V |
(
L˜T
)
+
.v = 0}
and understand the action of
(
L˜T
)
0
on this space. This ultimately helps
us to show that the action of the infinite dimensional centre Z(m) is trivial
on our level zero module (See Theorem 4.9). The main novelty in this
classification problem lies in Section 5 where we needed to employ completely
different techniques to the ones used in the toroidal case to pass on to an
irreducible finite dimensional module for LT (See Theorem 5.9). In this case,
the main hindrance to earlier approaches is that the subalgebra of
(
L˜T
)
0
excluding the derivations is not necessarily abelian (See Remark 3.3). In
Section 6, we constuct the shifted loop module (See (6.1)) and thereby show
that our original module is isomorphic to an irreducible component of this
loop module (See Theorem 6.4).
In Section 7, we recollect some results from [19] which classify all the
finite dimensional irreducible representations of LT (See Proposition 7.1).
Using this classification theorem, we finally conclude that any irreducible
integrable L˜T -module of level zero with finite dimensional weight spaces
actually comes from a finite dimensional irreducible representation of a
finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra (See Theorem 7.2). Such finite
dimensional irreducible modules are completely parametrized by the set of
all dominant integral weights.
In a fairly recent paper by S. Eswara Rao and S. Sharma, the authors
classified all the irreducible integrable representations of L˜T of non-zero
level having finite dimensional weight spaces [14]. Combining their main
result (See Theorem 9.1 [14]) along with our final classification theorem, we
therefore obtain a complete list of all possible irreducible integrable modules
for L˜T with finite dimensional weight spaces.
Acknowledgements : I am grateful to Prof. S. Eswara Rao for suggesting
the problem. I also thank him for a careful reading of the entire manuscript
and pointing out some errors to an earlier draft.
2. Notations and Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, all the vector spaces, algebras and tensor products
are over the field of complex numbers C. We shall denote the set of integers,
natural numbers and non-negative integers by Z, N and Z+ respectively. For
any Lie algebra L, the centre of L will be denoted by Z(L) and its universal
enveloping algebra will be denoted by U(L).
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2.1. Toroidal Lie Algebras. Let us consider a finite dimensional simple
Lie algebra g equipped with a Cartan subalgebra h. Then g is endowed with
a symmetric, non-degenerate bilinear form which is invariant under every
automorphism of g. Let us denote this form by (.|.). Moreover, we also know
that the root space decomposition of g automatically induces a triangular
decomposition of g given by g = n− ⊕ h⊕ n+.
Let A = C[t±11 , · · · , t
±1
n ] be the algebra of Laurent polynomials in n variables.
Consider the (untwisted) multiloop algebra given by
(2.1) L(g) = g⊗A
which is a Lie algebra under the following pointwise bilinear operation:
[x⊗ f, y ⊗ g] = [x, y]⊗ fg ∀ x, y ∈ g and f, g ∈ A.
For any x ∈ g and k ∈ Zn, let x(k) = x⊗ tk denote a typical element of the
multiloop algebra L(g). For k ∈ Zn, write tk = tk11 · · · t
kn
n and define
(2.2) ΩA = span{t
kKi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, k ∈ Z
n}, dA = span{
n∑
i=1
kit
kKi} ⊆ ΩA.
If we now consider the quotient space Z = ΩA/dA, then we know that
L(g) = L(g)⊕Z
is the universal central extension of L(g) (See [13, 18] for more details).
Note that both L(g) and L(g) are naturally Zn-graded. To keep track of
this grading, let us introduce the derivations d1, · · · , dn on L(g) (whose
actions are defined below) and take D to be the linear span of d1, · · · , dn.
Finally, if we define
τA = L(g)⊕Z ⊕D,
then τA is called the (untwisted) toroidal Lie algebra (corresponding to g)
along with the following bracket operations:
(1) [x(k), y(l)] = [x, y](k + l) + (x|y)
∑n
i=1 kit
k+lKi;
(2) Z is central in L(g);
(3) di(x(k)) = [di, x(k)] = kix(k);
(4) di(t
mKj) = [di, t
mKj ] = mit
mKj ;
(5) [di, dj ] = 0 ∀ i, j = 1, · · · , n.
This Lie algebra clearly admits a natural triangular decomposition given by
(2.3) τA = τ
−
A ⊕ τ
0
A ⊕ τ
+
A
where
τ−A = n− ⊗A, τ
+
A = n+ ⊗A, τ
0
A = h⊗A⊕Z ⊕D.
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2.2. Twisted Multiloop Algebras and Lie Tori. Fix any n ∈ N and
suppose that we have n commuting automorphisms of g given by σ1, · · · , σn
of finite orders m1, · · · ,mn respectively. Put
σ = (σ1, · · · , σn), Γ = m1Z⊕ · · · ⊕mnZ, Λ = Z
n/Γ.
Thus we have a natural map Zn −→ Λ (∼= Z/m1Z× · · · × Z/mnZ)
(k1, · · · , kn) = k 7→ k = (k1, · · · , kn)
For 1 6 i 6 n, let ξi denote a mi−th primitive root of unity.
Then we obtain an eigenspace decomposition of g given by
g =
⊕
k∈Λ
gk where gk = {x ∈ g | σix = ξ
ki
i x, 1 6 i 6 n}.
It is well-known that g0 is a reductive Lie algebra (See Proposition 4.1 [3]),
even with the possibility of being zero. Finally, let us define
L(g, σ) =
⊕
k∈Zn
(gk ⊗ Ct
k)
which is clearly a Lie subalgebra of the (untwisted) multiloop algebra L(g).
Definition 2.1. The above Lie algebra L(g, σ) is known as the (twisted)
multiloop algebra associated to g and σ.
For any finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g1 equipped with a Cartan
subalgebra h1 of g1, we have the root space decomposition of g1 relative to
h1 given by
g1 =
⊕
α∈h∗
1
g1,α
where g1,α = {x ∈ g1 | [h, x] = α(h)x ∀ h ∈ h1}.
Set ∆(g1, h1) = {α ∈ h
∗
1 | g1,α 6= (0)}. Then ∆
×
1 = ∆(g1, h1)\{0} is clearly
an irreducible reduced finite root system having at most two root lengths.
Let ∆×1,sh denote the set of all non-zero short roots of ∆1. Define
∆×1,en =
{
∆×1 ∪ 2∆
×
1,sh, if ∆1
× is of type Bl
∆×1 , otherwise
and ∆1,en = ∆
×
1,en ∪ {0}.
Suppose that {α1, · · · , αp} is a collection of simple roots of g1 with respect
to h1. Then Q1 =
⊕p
i=1 Zαi is the corresponding root lattice containing the
non-negative root lattice Q+1 =
⊕p
i=1 Z+αi. Also let ∆
×,+
1,en and ∆
×,−
1,en denote
the respective set of positive and negative roots of the extended root system.
For λ, µ ∈ h∗1, define a partial order relation ” 61 ” on h
∗
1 by setting
λ 61 µ if and only if µ− λ =
∑p
i=1 niαi for some n1, · · · , np in Z+.
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Moreover, if (·, ·) is a non-degenerate, symmetric and associative bilinear
form on g1, then we shall denote the set of all dominant integral weights of
g1 with respect to h1 by P
+
1 = {λ ∈ h
∗
1 | (λ, αi) ∈ Z+ ∀ i = 1, · · · , p}.
Definition 2.2. A weight λ ∈ P+1 is said to be minimal if for any non-zero
weight µ ∈ P+1 satisfying µ 61 λ, we have µ = λ.
Remark 2.3. Note that zero is always a minimal weight.
Let us now define the notion of a Lie torus, which is our main object
of interest. In this paper, we shall use the characterization of a Lie torus
given in [1] and take it as our definition rather than the axiomatic definition
recorded in [24, 25]. For this purpose, we first need the following definition.
Definition 2.4. We say that a finite dimensional g1-module V satisfies
condition (M) if
(1) V is an irreducible module having dimension greater than one;
(2) The weights of V relative to h1 are contained in ∆1,en.
Definition 2.5. A multiloop algebra L(g, σ) is called a Lie torus if
(1) g0¯ is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra;
(2) For k¯ 6= 0 and gk¯ 6= (0), gk¯
∼= Uk¯ ⊕ Wk¯, where Uk¯ is trivial as a
g0¯-module and either Wk¯ is zero or it satisfies condition (M);
(3) | < σ1, · · · , σn > | =
∏n
i=1 |σi| where |σi| denotes the order of the
automorphism σi (1 6 i 6 n) and | < σ1, · · · , σn > | is the order of
the group generated by the σi’s.
Remark 2.6. In view of Theorem 8.5 in [17], it is enough to work with only
diagram automorphisms in the one variable setup. Moreover, it was shown
in Proposition 3.4.1 of [1] that conditions (1) and (2) (in Definition 2.5)
are equivalent to the condition that the single automorphism in this case is
actually a diagram automorphism. Thus if we now take σ1 to be a diagram
automorphism and the other automorphisms to be trivial, then it is easy to
check that L(g, σ) also satisfies the above three conditions. The irreducible
integrable representations of these graded multiloop algebras were studied
in [4].
For the rest of this paper, we shall denote the Lie torus L(g, σ) by LT .
Let h0¯ be a Cartan subalgebra of the simple Lie algebra g0. Then it is known
that h0¯ is an ad-diagonalizable subalgebra of g (See Lemma 3.1.3 [21]) and
∆× = ∆×(g, h0¯) is an irreducible (possibly non-reduced) finite root system
(See Proposition 3.3.5 [21]). Putting ∆0 = ∆(g0¯, h0¯) and ∆ = ∆
× ∪ {0},
let us denote the corresponding root latices by Q0 and Q respectively.
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2.3. Properties of LT. [1]
(LT1) The Lie torus LT is Zn-graded as well as Q-graded. This is usually
referred to as a Lie Zn-torus of type ∆.
(LT2)
∆ =
{
∆0,en , if ∆0
× is of type Bl
∆0 , otherwise
(LT3) For each k ∈ Λ, we have
gk =
⊕
α∈ h∗
0
gk(α)
where gk(α) = {x ∈ gk | [h, x] = α(h)x ∀ h ∈ h0} and dimgk(α) 6 1
for every non-zero α in h∗
0
.
(LT4) The centre of LT is trivial and thus LT is referred to as a centreless
Lie torus.
2.4. Universal Central Extension of Lie Torus. Let LT be a centreless
Lie Zn-torus of type ∆ as defined earlier. Now just as in the case of τA in
(2.2), we can similarly construct the spaces ΩA(m) and dA(m) for the smaller
algebra A(m) = C[t±m11 , · · · , t
±mn
n ]. Set Z(m) = ΩA(m)/dA(m) and define
LT := LT ⊕Z(m)
Then LT forms a Lie algebra under the following bracket operations:
(1) [x(k), y(l)] = [x, y](k + l) + (x|y)
∑n
i=1 kit
k+lKi ;
(2) Z(m) is central in LT .
Remark 2.7.
(1) Note that since (.|.) is invariant under automorphisms of g, it is
evident that k + l ∈ Γ whenever (x|y) 6= 0 and thus the above
bracket operation on LT is well-defined.
(2) LT is the universal central extension of LT (See Corollary 3.27 [16]).
We shall sometimes refer to Z(m) as the infinite dimensional centre.
(3) LT is also a Lie Zn-torus of type ∆ (with respect to the axiomatic
definition of a Lie torus recorded in [24]). This implies that LT is
generated as a Lie algebra by the spaces (LT )α, α ∈ ∆.
As in the case of LT , its universal central extension LT is also Zn-graded.
To measure this grading, we introduce the derivations d1, · · · , dn on LT , the
actions of which are given below. Let D denote the linear span of d1, · · · , dn.
Set
(2.4) L˜T = LT ⊕D and LˆT = LT ⊕D.
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We now define a Lie bracket on L˜T by simply extending the Lie algebra
structure on LT to L˜T in the following way:
(1) di(x(k)) = [di, x(k)] = kix(k) ;
(2) [di, t
kKj ] = kit
kKj ;
(3) [di, dj ] = 0.
Remark 2.8. Note that Z(L˜T ) = span{K1, · · · ,Kn}.
2.5. Roots and Coroots. Consider the abelian subalgebra of L˜T given by
h˜ = h0 ⊕
n∑
i=1
CKi ⊕
n∑
i=1
Cdi.
In order to describe the roots of L˜T , let us first define δi ∈ h˜
∗ by setting
δi(h0) = 0, δi(Kj) = 0 and δi(dj) = δij .
Put δβ =
n∑
i=1
βiδi for β = (β1, · · · , βn) ∈ C
n. For k ∈ Zn, we shall refer to
the vector δk+γ as the translate of δk by the vector γ = (γ1, · · · , γn) ∈ C
n.
Set ∆˜ = {α + δk | α ∈ ∆
×
0,en , k ∈ Z
n}. Then we have the root space
decomposition of L˜T with respect to h˜ given by
(2.5) L˜T =
⊕
γ∈∆˜∪{0}
(
L˜T
)
γ
where
(L˜T )α+δk =


gk¯(α) ⊗ Ct
k , if α 6= 0(
gk¯(0)⊗ Ct
k
)
⊕
( ∑
1≤i≤n, k∈Γ\{0}
CtkKi
)
, if α = 0, k 6= 0
h˜ , if α = 0, k = 0
This shows that the the roots of L˜T are given by ∆˜. Furthermore, let
∆˜+ = {α+ δk | α ∈ ∆
×,+
0,en , k ∈ Z
n}, ∆˜− = {α+ δk | α ∈ ∆
×,−
0,en , k ∈ Z
n}
denote the set of all positive and negative roots of L˜T respectively.
A root γ = α+ δk is said to be real if α 6= 0, otherwise we call it a null root.
Let us denote the set of all real roots of L˜T by ∆˜re. For each such γ ∈ ∆˜re,
define the corresponding co-root γ∨ := α∨ + 2(α|α)
n∑
i=1
kiKi where α
∨ is the
co-root of α ∈ ∆0,en.
Remark 2.9.
(1) Note that dim
(
L˜T
)
γ
<∞ ∀ γ ∈ ∆˜ ∪ {0}.
(2) γ(γ∨) = α(α∨) = 2 ∀ γ ∈ ∆˜re.
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2.6. The Weyl Group. For each γ ∈ ∆˜re, define the reflection operator rγ
on h˜∗ by setting
rγ(λ) = λ− λ(γ
∨)γ ∀ λ ∈ h˜∗.
Then the Weyl group of L˜T which we denote by W is the group generated
by all such reflections rγ with γ ∈ ∆˜
re.
Remark 2.10. The Weyl group for the toroidal Lie algebra τA(m) is defined
in a similar manner [11, 20].
2.7. Change of Coordinates. Let G = GL(n,Z) denote the general linear
group of n × n matrices with integer entries and having determinant ±1.
Then G acts on Zn via matrix multiplication. Fix any B ∈ G and put
(d1
′, · · · , dn
′)T = (BT )−1(d1, · · · , dn)
T .
Taking Lˆ(g) = L(g)⊕D (See (2.1)), let us define an automorphism of Lˆ(g)
which we shall denote by TB by setting
TB(x(k)) = x⊗ t
B.k and TB(di) = di
′.
It is straightforward to verify that TB is indeed an automorphism.
Set si = t
B.ei where {ei}
n
i=1 denotes the standard basis of Z
n. This shows
that A = C[s±11 , · · · , s
±1
n ]. Using the above automorphism TB , we can now
define a new graded Lie torus LˆT (B) by changing the variables from ti to
si and the derivations from di to di
′ in LˆT (See (2.4)). Observe that this
automorphism takes our original Lie torus LˆT to the newly formed Lie torus
LˆT (B). This phenomenon is called change of coordinates. In this paper,
we shall use this change of coordinates without any further comments and
simply refer to it as up to a change of coordinates.
Remark 2.11. Note that by definition, the universal central extension of
g0¯ ⊗ A(m) is simply g0¯ ⊗ A(m) ⊕ Z(m) (See Subsection (2.4)). It is now
immediate that the (untwisted) toroidal Lie algebra given by
τA(m) = g0¯ ⊗A(m)⊕Z(m)⊕D
is a subalgebra of L˜T . Strictly speaking, the space of derivations in this
case should also transform accordingly under the automorphism TB (See
Subsection 2.7). But for the sake of notational convenience, we shall stick
to our original space of derivations D for this subalgebra τA(m) without any
mention of change of coordinates.
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3. Integrable Modules
In this section, we introduce the notion of integrable modules and finally
show that we can always find a non-zero highest weight vector in our module.
Definition 3.1. A L˜T -module V is called integrable if
(1) V =
⊕
λ∈h˜∗
Vλ, where Vλ = {v ∈ V | h.v = λ(h)v ∀ h ∈ h˜}.
(2) dim(Vλ) <∞ ∀ λ ∈ h˜
∗.
(3) All the real root vectors of L˜T act locally nilpotently on V , i.e.
for each x ∈ gk(α) ⊗ Ct
k (α 6= 0) and every v ∈ V , there exists
m = m(α, k, v) ∈ N such that xm.v = 0.
For an integrable module V over L˜T , let us denote the set of all weights
of V by P (V ) = {µ ∈ h˜∗| Vµ 6= (0)} . For any µ ∈ P (V ), Vµ is the called
the weight space of V having weight µ and the elements of Vµ are referred
to as the weight vectors of V with weight µ.
In this paper, our goal is to classify all those irreducible integrable modules
over L˜T where the elements K1, · · · ,Kn act trivially on the module. To
serve this purpose, we first need to recall some basic properties of integrable
modules that we enlist below.
Proposition 3.2. Let V be an integrable module over L˜T . Then
(1) P (V ) is invariant under the action of W .
(2) dim(Vλ) = dim(Vwλ) ∀ λ ∈ P (V ) and w ∈W .
(3) If λ ∈ P (V ) and γ ∈ ∆˜re, then λ(γ∨) ∈ Z.
(4) If λ ∈ P (V ) and γ ∈ ∆˜re with λ(γ∨) > 0, then λ− γ ∈ P (V ).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.3 in [11]. The irreducibility
of V is not required. 
The root space decomposition of L˜T in (2.5) automatically induces a
natural triangular decomposition of L˜T given by
(3.1) L˜T =
(
L˜T
)
−
⊕
(
L˜T
)
0
⊕
(
L˜T
)
+
where (
L˜T
)
−
=
⊕
α∈∆˜−, k∈Zn
(
gk¯(α)⊗ Ct
k
)
,
(
L˜T
)
0
=
(∑
k∈Zn
gk¯(0)⊗ Ct
k
) ⊕ ( ∑
1≤i≤n, k∈Γ
CtkKi
) ⊕
D,
(L˜T )+ =
⊕
α∈∆˜+, k∈Zn
(
gk¯(α)⊗ Ct
k
)
.
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Remark 3.3. We would like to emphasize that unlike in the case of toroidal
Lie algebras (See (2.3)), the portion of the Lie torus LT (See Subsection 2.4)
sitting inside
(
L˜T
)
0
in the above triangular decomposition of L˜T , namely
(
LT
)
0
:=
(∑
k∈Zn
gk¯(0)⊗ Ct
k
) ⊕ ( ∑
1≤i≤n, k∈Γ
CtkKi
)
is not necessarily abelian. In fact, it need not even be solvable. This can be
readily checked using Example 4.3.1 given in [1] as in this case
(1) [gλ(0), gµ(0)] 6= (0) where λ = (1, 0, 0), µ = (0, 1, 0) and
(2) the commutator subalgebra of
(⊕
k∈Λ
gk¯(0)
)
is a perfect Lie algebra.
Lemma 3.4. (Theorem 3.5 [23]) Let R be a ring with unity and N be a
R-module. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) N is the sum of a family of irreducible submodules.
(2) N is the direct sum of a family of irreducible submodules.
(3) Every submodule of N is a direct summand.
The next lemma is a standard result in the representation theory of finite
dimensional semisimple Lie algebras. Nonetheless, we provide a proof of this
statement for the convenience of the reader and also because we are unable
to find a precise reference.
Lemma 3.5. Let L be a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra with a
Cartan subalgebra H. Suppose that V is a L-module with V =
⊕
λ∈H∗
Vλ where
Vλ = {m ∈ V |h.m = λ(h)m ∀ h ∈ H}, dim(Vλ) < ∞ ∀ λ ∈ H
∗ and every
root vector of L acts locally nilpotently on V , i.e. V is an integrable module
for L having finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to H. Then V is
a finite dimensional L-module.
Proof. As V is an integrable L-module, it is immediate that every cyclic
submodule of V generated by a weight vector is finite dimensional. Let us
now write
V =
∑
j∈J
U(L)vj
where {vj}j∈J is the set of all weight vectors of V . Then by Weyl’s theorem
(Theorem 6.3 [15]) and Lemma 3.4, it directly follows that V is a completely
reducible L-module. This consequently shows that
V =
⊕
i∈I
V (λi)
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where V (λi) is the finite dimensional irreducible L-module with highest
weight λi. It now suffices to show that I is a finite indexing set. Let us
assume the contrary. Now from elementary representation theory of finite
dimensional semisimple Lie algebras, we know that V (λi) has a minimal
weight for each i ∈ I (See Definition 2.2). Moreover from Exercise 13 of
Section 13.4 in [15], we also find that there are only finitely many minimal
weights of L. Then by the Pigeonhole Principle, it is absolutely clear that
at least one of the weight spaces of V have to be infinite dimensional. This
is a contradiction to our hypothesis and hence the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.6. Let V be an integrable L˜T -module. Then there exists some
λ ∈ P (V ) such that λ + η /∈ P (V ) ∀ η ∈ Q+
0
\ {0} where Q+
0
denotes the
non-negative root lattice of g0.
Proof. By Remark 2.11, it is clear that V is an integrable τA(m)-module with
finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to h˜. Now since Q0 = Q, the
required result can be obtained by using our Lemma 3.5 and by following
essentially the same argument presented in Lemma 2.6 of [11]. Observe that
the irreducibility condition in Lemma 2.6 of [11] is redundant. 
Proposition 3.7. Let V be an irreducible integrable module over L˜T with
K1, · · · ,Kn acting trivially on V . Then there exists a non-zero v ∈ V such
that
(
L˜T
)
+
.v = 0.
Proof. Pick some λ ∈ P (V ) as in Lemma 3.6. From Proposition 3.2, it is
clear that λ|h
0
is a dominant integral weight of g0. Then using the same
argument as given in Theorem 2.4(ii) of [5] along with our Proposition 3.2,
it follows that there exists some µ ∈ P (V ) such that
Vµ+α+δk = (0) ∀ α ∈ ∆
+
0 , k ∈ Z
n.
Again by applying Proposition 3.2, we also get
Vµ+2α+δk = (0) ∀ α ∈ ∆
+
0 , k ∈ Z
n.
The proposition now directly follows from (LT2) of Subsection 2.3. 
4. Action of the infinite dimensional centre
Throughout this section, V will always stand for an irreducible integrable
module for L˜T where the central elements K1,K2, · · · ,Kn act trivially.
These modules are sometimes referred to as level zero modules. In this
section, we shall analyze the action of Z(m) on V and finally show that it
in fact acts trivially on the entire module.
For the rest of this paper, let us set
V+ = {v ∈ V |
(
L˜T
)
+
.v = 0}
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which is clearly non-zero by Proposition 3.7. We shall refer to this space as
the highest weight space of V . The following lemma easily follows from the
irreducibility of V and by PBW Theorem.
Lemma 4.1.
(1) V+ is an irreducible module over (L˜T )0.
(2) V = U
(
(L˜T )−
)
V+.
Now by our initial assumptions on V , it clearly follows that V+ is a weight
module having finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to h˜.
Proposition 4.2. (Proposition 4.13 [11]) Suppose that V is an irreducible
integrable module over τA(m) having finite dimensional weight spaces with
respect to hˆ and let K1, · · · ,Kn act trivially on V . Then Z(m) acts trivially
on V .
Remark 4.3. We cannot use Proposition 4.2 directly in our case to conclude
that Z(m) acts trivially on V . Because although V is an irreducible module
for L˜T , it may not be irreducible as a τA(m)-module.
So in order to proceed further, let us consider for each j = 1, · · · , n, the
subalgebras of τA(m) given by
Lj = g0¯ ⊗ C[tj
mj , tj
−mj ]
⊕
CKj
⊕
Cdj .
LetWj andW0 be the Weyl groups related to the affine Kac-Moody algebra
Lj and the finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g0¯ respectively. Let θ
denote the highest root of g0¯ and θ
∨ be the corresponding co-root. Then by
Proposition 6.5 of [17], we have
Wj ∼=W0 ⋉ Tj
where Tj = {tαj | αj ∈ Mj} and Mj = γj(Z[W0 θ
∨]) with the natural
isomorphism γj : h0 −→ h
∗
0
.
Remark 4.4. If we set hˆj = h0
⊕
Cdj , then as Kj acts trivially on V , it
follows (from 6.5.5 of [17]) that
tαj (µj) = µj − µj(αj
∨)δj ∀ µj ∈ hˆ
∗
j , αj ∈Mj .
Lemma 4.5.
(1) The weights of V+ are the same up to a translate of the null roots, i.e.
there exists a unique weight λ ∈ h∗
0
and some β ∈ Cn (not necessarily unique)
such that P (V+) ⊆ {λ+ δr+β | r ∈ Z
n}.
(2) λ is dominant integral.
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Proof. (1) Since h0 commutes with
(
L˜T
)
0
, it follows that h0 acts by scalars
on V+ by Lemma 4.1. As a result, h0 acts by a single linear functional on
V+ which we shall denote by λ. Moreover the action of the derivations on
any non-zero weight vector of V+ is unique upto (translations by) integers.
(2) Follows directly from Proposition 3.2. 
Remark 4.6.
(1) If λ = 0 in Lemma 4.5, then using Proposition 3.2, we can deduce
that the only possible weights of V are δγ (γ ∈ C
n). Then from
Remark 2.7, it follows that LT acts trivially on the entire module.
Consequently V is isomorphic to the one dimensional highest weight
module V (δγ) with highest weight δγ for some γ ∈ C
n. So without
loss of generality, we shall always assume that λ 6= 0.
(2) To simplify our notation, we shall also assume (without any loss of
generality) that the vector β given in Lemma 4.5 is a null vector.
The proof of the following proposition runs almost parallel to the one
sketched in Proposition 3.7 of [2]. However, in this case, we give a much
more detailed exposition as it plays a pivotal role in this paper.
Proposition 4.7. There are only finitely many τ0
A(m)-submodules of V+
where τA(m) = τ
−
A(m)
⊕
τ0
A(m)
⊕
τ+
A(m) is the triangular decomposition of the
toroidal Lie algebra τA(m) as defined in (2.3).
Proof. For each j = 1, · · · n, we have
2θ
(θ|θ)
= γj(θ
∨) ∈Mj .
Let θj = γj(θ
∨) and pj = (λ|θj) ∈ N (by Lemma 4.5 and Remark 4.6).
For any s ∈ Zn, define
s(m) = (s1m1, · · · , snmn) ∈ Γ.
Again for any integer kj ∈ Z with |kj | ≥ pj , there exists non-zero qj ∈ Z
and rj ∈ Z+ such that
kjmj = qjpjmj + rjmj, |rjmj| < |pjmj |
Set tj = tθj and let W
′ denote the Weyl group corresponding to τA(m).
Thus if we take
w = (
∏
qj<0
t
−mjqj
j )(
∏
qj>0
t
mjqj
j ) ∈W
′,
then it is clear from Remark 4.4 that
w(λ+ δk(m)) = λ+ δr(m), |rimi| < |pimi| ∀ i = 1, · · · , n.
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Now set
P = {λ+ δr(m) : r(m) ∈ Γ, |rimi| < |pimi|}.
Finally note that any τ0
A(m)-submodule of V+ is generated by the highest
weight vectors of V . Hence by virtue of the above argument along with
Proposition 3.2 and Remark 4.6, it follows that any such submodule is in
fact generated by a subset of the basis weight vectors of V where the weights
are coming from P . But as P is a finite set and the weight spaces of V are
given to be finite dimensional, we get the desired result. 
Remark 4.8. Note that the proof of the above proposition also shows that
the dimensions of the weight spaces of V+ are uniformly bounded.
Theorem 4.9. Let V be an irreducible integrable L˜T -module with the central
elements K1, · · · ,Kn acting trivially on V . Then Z(m) acts trivially on V .
Proof. By Proposition 4.7, we know that there exists a non-zero minimal
τ0
A(m)-submodule of V+, say Vmin. Then Vmin is clearly irreducible. Consider
M ′ = U(τA(m))Vmin
Since Vmin is an irreducible τ
0
A(m)-module, it is clear the sum of all the proper
τA(m)-submodules of M
′ intersects Vmin trivially. Consequently Vmin goes
injectively to the quotient and hence we get an irreducible quotient of M ′
with finite dimensional weight spaces containing Vmin. Let us denote this
irreducible integrable τA(m)-module by M.
We can now directly appeal to Proposition 4.2 to conclude that Z(m) acts
trivially on Vmin. Again for any r ∈ Γ and i = 1, · · · , n, it is easy to see that
S(r, i) = {v ∈ V | trKi. v = 0}
is a L˜T -submodule of V . Thus we are done by the irreducibility of V . 
Remark 4.10. The above theorem thereby reduces our final problem to
classifying all those irreducible integrable representations of LˆT (See (2.4))
having finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to hˆ where hˆ = h0⊕D.
5. Passing on to a module for the multiloop algebra
For the rest of this paper, unless otherwise stated, V will always denote
an irreducible integrable module for LˆT having finite dimensional weight
spaces with respect to hˆ. In this section, we shall define the notion of highest
central operators on the highest weight space V+. We subsequently use these
operators to ultimately show that our module V admits an irreducible finite
dimensional quotient for the multiloop algebra LT .
Set
(
LT
)
0
=
⊕
k∈Zn
(
gk¯(0) ⊗ Ct
k
)
which is a subalgebra of LˆT .
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Definition 5.1. A linear map z : V+ −→ V+ is called a highest central
operator of degree r if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) z commutes with the action of
(
LT
)
0
,
(2) diz − zdi = riz ∀ i = 1, · · · , n.
Remark 5.2.
(1) h0 ⊗A(m) is an abelian Lie algebra that is central in
(
LT
)
0
.
(2) For each h ∈ h0 and r ∈ Γ, h ⊗ t
r is a highest central operator of
degree r on V+.
Lemma 5.3.
(1) Let z be a highest central operator of degree r with zv 6= 0 for some
v ∈ V+. Then zw 6= 0 for every non-zero w ∈ V+.
(2) For a non-zero highest central operator z of degree r , there exists a
highest central operator T of degree −r satisfying Tz = zT = Id.
(3) The non-zero highest central operators on V+ having the same degree
are unique up to scalars.
Proof. Using our Lemma 4.1, the proof follows exactly in the same way as
in Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 1.8 of [12]. 
Proposition 5.4. Let L = {r ∈ Γ | h ⊗ tr 6= 0 on V+ for some h ∈ h0}
and S be the subgroup generated by L. If we now set k = rank S, then up
to a change of coordinates (See Subsection 2.7),
(1) there exists non-zero integers l1, · · · , lk and non-zero highest central
operators z1, · · · , zk such that the degree of zi is equal to liei where
ei = (0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) ∀ i = 1, · · · , k;
(2) k = n;
(3) W+ = {ziv − v | v ∈ V+, 1 6 i 6 k} is a proper
(
LT
)
0
-submodule
of V+.
Proof. (1) First note that k 6= 0 by Remark 4.6. Then the result clearly
follows verbatim as in the case of Theorem 4.5(1) in [11]. Just observe that
the restriction of the automorphism defined in Subsection 2.7 again gives
rise to an automorphism of h0 ⊗A(m)⊕D.
(2) Consider the irreducible τA(m)-module M constructed in Theorem 4.9.
Now by Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 in [10], there exists a Zn-graded algebra
homomorphism
ψ : U(h0 ⊗A(m)) −→ A(m)
and some weight vector v ∈ V+ such that if we put Aψ = Imψ, then up to
a possible change of coordinates, we have
(5.1) U(h0 ⊗A(m))v
∼= Aψ
∼= C[t±l11 , · · · , t
±ln
n ]
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as irreducible τ0
A(m)-modules. This shows that S indeed has full rank n.
(3) For each k = 1, · · · , n− 1, let Dk denote the linear span of dk+1, · · · , dn.
We first show that W1 = {z1v − v | v ∈ V+} is a proper
(
LT
)
0
⊕ D1-
submodule of V+. To this end, consider any non-zero weight vector v0 of
V+, say of weight µ. We claim that v0 /∈ W1. If not, then there exist non-
zero scalars c1, · · · , cr in C and non-zero weight vectors v1, · · · , vr in V+
belonging to distinct weight spaces satisfying
(5.2) v0 = (c1(z1v1) + · · · cr(z1vr))− (c1v1 + · · ·+ crvr)
By means of some elementary arguments involving weights, we can assume
(without loss of generality) that
ci(z1vi) = ci+1vi+1 ∀ i = 1, · · · , r − 1.
This eventually reduces our equation (5.2) to simply
v0 = cr(z1vr)− c1v1
It can be checked that the weights of the above non-zero vectors z1vr and v1
have to be distinct. Thus by our initial choice of v0, we have either c1 = 0
or cr = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence the claim.
Let us now consider W2 = {z2v − v | v ∈ V+/W1}. Again by repeating
the above argument, it clearly follows that W2 is a proper
(
LT
)
0
⊕ D2-
submodule of V+/W1. Continuing this process finitely many times, we thus
get the desired result. 
Remark 5.5. Note that from the last proposition, we have S =
⊕n
i=1 liZ
up to a change of coordinates.
We now prove a key lemma regarding highest central operators which will
be crucial in the next section for solving our final classification problem.
Set J(w) = {X ∈ U(h0 ⊗A(m)) | X.w = 0} for any w ∈ V+.
Lemma 5.6. Let z be a non-zero highest central operator on V+ of degree
r ∈ S and w be any non-zero weight vector in V+. Then the unique highest
central operator (modulo J(w)) of degree −r on V+ given by its inverse lies
in U(h0 ⊗A(m)).
Proof. From (5.1), we have a Zn-graded isomorphism given by
U(h0 ⊗A(m))/J(w)
∼= U(h0 ⊗A(m))w
∼= C[t±l11 , · · · , t
±ln
n ]
This shows that the inverse of any non-zero highest central operator of the
form h ⊗ ts (h ∈ h0 and s ∈ Γ) always lies in U(h0 ⊗ A(m)) modulo J(w).
Thus if we now denote the above isomorphism by φ, then we can take
φ(z.w) = tr
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Consequently we get a unique element X(w) ∈ U(h0⊗A(m)) (modulo J(w))
such that
φ(X(w).w) = t−r
This element X(w) is clearly of degree −r. The lemma now follows from
the uniqueness of the highest central operator of degree −r (upto scalars)
on the highest weight space. 
The next lemma is critical for passing on to a finite dimensional irreducible
module for our multiloop algebra LT .
Lemma 5.7. The number of weights of V are finite up to a translate of the
null roots, i.e. in other words, there exist only finitely many λ1, · · · , λl ∈ h
∗
0
and some β ∈ Cn such that P (V ) ⊆ {λi + δr+β | 1 6 i 6 l, r ∈ Z
n}.
Proof. With regard to Remark 4.6, we can take
P (V ) ⊆ {λ− η + δr | η ∈ Q
+
0
, r ∈ Zn}
where Q+
0
denotes the non-negative root lattice of the finite dimensional
simple Lie algebra g0 and λ is the unique element of h
∗
0
as in Lemma 4.5.
Let us now consider any λ− η + δr ∈ P (V ) for some η ∈ Q
+
0
and r ∈ Zn.
By Lemma A of Section 13.2 in [15], there exists some σ ∈ W (⊇ W0) such
that
σ(λ− η + δr) = µη + δr
where µη is dominant integral. Then from our Proposition 3.2, it is clear
that µη 6 λ. Moreover from Lemma A of Section 13.2 in [15], it also follows
that µη + δr is the unique dominant integral weight conjugate to λ− η + δr
under W . But by Lemma B of Section 13.2 in [15], we know that there can
be only finitely many possible µη’s below λ. This proves the lemma. 
Remark 5.8. Combining the above lemma and Proposition 3.2 along with
the Weyl group argument given in Proposition 4.7, it trivially follows that
the dimensions of the weight spaces of V are uniformly bounded.
Theorem 5.9. Let V ′ = U(LT )W+ and V
′
= V/V ′. Then
(1) V ′ is a proper LT -submodule of V .
(2) V
′
is a finite dimensional LT -module.
(3) V admits a finite dimensional irreducible quotient over LT , i.e. more
precisely, there exists a LT -submodule V ′′ of V containing V ′ such
that V/V ′′ is a finite dimensional irreducible module for LT .
Proof. (1) This is clear from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 5.4.
(2) In view of Lemma 5.7, it is enough to show that all the weight spaces of
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V
′
are finite dimensional. For this purpose, let us first fix some notations.
Fix any µ ∈ P (V ). Put µ = µ|h
0
and set
V˜µ =
⊕
r∈Zn
Vµ+δr , V˜
′
µ = V˜µ ∩ V
′.
Consequently due to Remark 4.6, it suffices to show that every weight vector
in V˜µ belongs to a finite dimensional vector space N(µ) modulo V˜ ′µ.
From (5.1), we already know that
U(h0 ⊗A(m))v
∼= C[t±l11 , · · · , t
±ln
n ](5.3)
Choose any non-zero v0 ∈ Vµ+δk for some k ∈ Z
n. Then there exists
u1, · · · , um ∈ U(LT ) and weight vectors w1, · · · , wm ∈ V+ such that
(5.4) v0 =
m∑
i=1
uiwi
Suppose that for each i = 1, · · · ,m, wi has weight λ + δri where λ is the
unique element of h∗
0
obtained in Lemma 4.5. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that all the above ui’s are weight vectors of U(LT ) where
U(LT ) acts on itself via the action x.u = xu−ux. Then by our choice of v0,
the weight of ui is clearly given by µ−λ+ δk−ri . Furthermore, due to (5.3),
we can choose highest central operators z1
′, · · · , zm
′ on V+ with respective
degrees p1, · · · , pm (Say) such that for each j = 1, · · · , n, we have
| kj + p
i
j | < lj where p
i = (pi1, · · · , p
i
n).
Using (5.4), let us now rewrite
v0 =
m∑
i=1
(
ui(wi − z
′
iwi) + ui(z
′
iwi)
)
It is now easy to verify that
m∑
i=1
ui(wi − z
′
iwi) ∈ V˜
′
µ. Therefore in order to
conclude our proof, we only need to only show that
m∑
i=1
ui(z
′
iwi)
lies in a finite dimensional subspace of V which is independent of our initially
chosen vector v0. Now observe that if we set q
i = k + pi, then
ui(z
′
iwi) ∈ Vµ+δqi where |q
i
j| < lj.
But now since the weight spaces of V are finite dimensional, it is evident that
the sum of all the above vectors always lies in a finite dimensional subspace
of V , say N(µ). Moreover, it is also clear that N(µ) is independent of the
vector v0 and depends only on µ. This proves our assertion.
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(3) For any strictly increasing sequence of LT -submodules of V containing
V ′ given by
V ′ ( V1 · · · · · ·
we clearly obtain a decreasing chain of quotient modules over LT satisfying
0 6= dim(V/V1) < dim(V/V
′)
Then by (2), the above chain of increasing submodules must terminate.
Thus there exists a proper maximal submodule of V containing V ′, say V ′′.
Henceforth, we shall denote this irreducible quotient module V/V ′′ by V . 
6. Recovering the original module
In this section, our aim is to recover the irreducible LˆT -module V from the
finite dimensional irreducible LT -module V that we have just defined at the
end of the previous section. The ideas used in this context are inspired from
[12], but the arguments applied in that case need to be suitably modified.
To this end, first recall that LT is naturally Zn-graded. Using this natural
gradation, let us now define a LˆT -module structure ρ(α) on V ⊗ A with
α = (α1, · · · , αn) ∈ C
n by setting
X(r).(v ⊗ ts) = (X(r)v)⊗ tr+s, X(r) ∈ (LT )r, v ∈ V , r, s ∈ Z
n;(6.1)
di.(v ⊗ t
s) = (αi + si)(v ⊗ t
s) ∀ i = 1, · · · , n.(6.2)
Remark 6.1. Observe that any λ ∈ h∗
0
can be extended to hˆ∗
0
by simply
setting λ|D = 0. Then V ⊗ A is clearly an integrable LˆT -module under
the above action having finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to hˆ0
given by (V ⊗A)λ+δr+α = (V )λ ⊗ Ct
r ∀ r ∈ Zn.
For any v ∈ V and r ∈ Zn, define v(r) := v ⊗ tr. Next observe that for
any fixed choice of µ ∈ P (V+), the action of the derivations d1, · · · , dn on
the weight µ directly gives rise to a Zn-grading on V as a LˆT -module, say
V =
⊕
r∈Zn
Vr
The above gradation on V then induces a natural map
(6.3) φ : V −→ V ⊗A
v 7−→ v(r), v ∈ Vr
It is trivial to check that φ is a LˆT -module homomorphism.
Moreover by Theorem 5.9, it is also evident that φ cannot possibly vanish
on any non-zero weight vector of V . Therefore by the irreducibility of V , it
follows that φ must be injective. This proves that Vˆ := φ(V ) is a non-zero
irreducible LˆT -submodule of V ⊗A.
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Fix any µ ∈ P (V+) and pick a non-zero vector v in Vµ ∩ V+.
For each i = 1, · · · , n, set αi = µ(di) and choose α = (α1, · · · , αn) ∈ C
n.
With respect to this choice, v is a graded vector in V with v ∈ V0. In order
to keep track of this grading, let us denote this vector v by v(0) and its
corresponding image φ(v) by v(0). Using Theorem 5.9, it is trivial to check
that v(0) 6= 0 which finally shows that Vˆ = U(LˆT )(v(0)).
Now for any s ∈ Zn, let us define a LˆT -module structure on C by setting
X(r).1 = 0 ∀ X ∈ (LT )r, r ∈ Z
n;
di.1 = −si ∀ i = 1, · · · , n.
This clearly gives rise to an isomorphism of LˆT -modules via the map
ψ : U(LˆT )(v(0)) −→ U(LˆT )(v(s))⊗C
w(r) 7−→ w(r + s)⊗ 1, w ∈ V , r ∈ Zn
which shows that U(LˆT )(v(s)) is an irreducible LˆT -submodule of V ⊗A.
Remark 6.2.
(1) ψ is always an isomorphism between U(LˆT )(v(0)) and U(LˆT )(v(s))
as LT -modules, but need not be an isomorphism of LˆT -modules.
(2) In the above setting, U(LˆT )(v(r)) and U(LˆT )(v(s)) are said to be
isomorphic (as LˆT -modules) up to a grade shift for all r, s ∈ Zn. In
this case, the derivation di acts by scalar multiples of (ri− si) on C.
Proposition 6.3.
(1) U(LˆT )(v(r)) is an irreducible LˆT -module for all r ∈ Zn.
(2) V ⊗A =
∑
r∈Zn
U(LˆT )(v(r)).
(3) V ⊗A =
∑
06ri<li
U(LˆT )(v(r)).
Proof. (1) Clear from the previous discussion.
(2) Let w(r) ∈ V ⊗A where w ∈ V and r ∈ Zn. Now since we already know
that V is an irreducible LT -module, there exists some X ∈ U(LT ) such
that X.v = w. Again observe that the Zn-grading on LT directly induces a
Zn-grading on U(LT ) and therefore there exist X1, · · · ,Xm ∈ U(LT )pi such
that X =
m∑
i=1
Xi. Then for our particular choice of α (corresponding to our
chosen vector v), the action of LT on V ⊗A as defined in (6.1) shows that
m∑
i=1
Xi.v(r − p
i) =
m∑
i=1
(Xi.v)(r) = w(r).
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(3) By Remark 5.5, it suffices to show that for any fixed k ∈ Zn,
U(LˆT )(v(r)) = U(LˆT )(v(r + k)) ∀ r ∈ S.
To this end, let us consider any non-zero r ∈ S. Then by Remark 5.5,
r =
∑n
i=1 biei for some b1, · · · , bn ∈ Z. Now set
z =
n∏
i=1
zbii
This immediately implies that zw − w ∈ W+ ∀ w ∈ V+. In particular, we
have zv − v ∈ W+ by our initial choice of v. And so from our Lemma 5.6,
we can conclude that
v(r + k) = (z.v)(r + k) = z.(v(r)) ∈ U(LˆT )(v(r))
which proves the proposition by (1). 
Since the LˆT−module homomorphism φ defined in (6.3) is known to be
injective, the following theorem is now a direct consequence of the above
proposition and Lemma 3.4.
Theorem 6.4.
(1) (V ⊗A, ρ(α)) is a completely reducible integrable LˆT -module having
finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to hˆ. The number of
irreducible components occuring in this decomposition are finite with
every irreducible component being isomorphic to each other up to a
grade shift.
(2) For a suitable choice of α ∈ Cn, V is isomorphic to an irreducible
component of (V ⊗A, ρ(α)) occuring in the above decomposition as
LˆT -modules.
7. The final classification theorem
The last two sections clearly reduces our study of irreducible integrable
modules for LˆT to finite dimensional irreducible modules over LT . These
finite dimensional irreducible modules have been completely classified in
[19]. In this section, we shall recall the classification theorem given in [19]
and henceforth classify all the irreducible integrable L˜T -modules with finite
dimensional weight spaces up to isomorphism.
Let aij ∈ C (1 6 i 6 k, 1 6 j 6 n) be such that for each 1 6 i 6 k, we have
ai = (ai1, · · · , ain) ∈ C
n \ {0}.
Again for each 1 6 j 6 n, choose bij ∈ C such that b
mj
ij = aij . Finally set
bi = (bi1, · · · , bin), m(bi) = (b
m1
i1 , · · · , b
mn
in ) ∀ 1 6 i 6 k.
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Let V (λi) (1 6 i 6 k) correspond to the finite dimensional irreducible
module over g having highest weight λi. We shall write V (λi, bi) for the
LT -module V (λi) equipped with the following action of LT :
(x⊗ f(t)).v = f(bi)xv(7.1)
In the literature, these modules are referred to as evaluation modules.
We shall denote the k-fold tensor product of such a family of evaluation
modules by
V (λ, b, k) = V (λ1, b1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (λk, bk)
with b = (b1, · · · , bk) ∈ C
nk and λ = (λ1, · · · , λk) where λ1, · · · , λk are
dominant integral weights of g.
We can now give a LT -module structure on V (λ, b, k) by simply extending
the action of LT given in (7.1) on the whole space, i.e. more precisely,
(x⊗ f(t)).(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vk) =
k∑
i=1
f(bi)(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x.vi ⊗ · · · ⊗ vk).
It was shown in Theorem 4.12 of [19] that V (λ, b, k) is a finite dimensional
irreducible LT -module if m(bi) 6= m(bj) ∀ 1 6 i 6= j 6 k.
Proposition 7.1. (Corollary 4.11 [19]) Let V be any finite dimensional
irreducible module over the multiloop algebra LT . Then there always exist
non-zero b1, · · · , bk ∈ C
n and dominant integral weights λ1, · · · , λk of g for
some k ∈ N such that V ∼= V (λ, b, k) where m(bi) 6= m(bj) ∀ 1 6 i 6= j 6 k.
We can now define a LˆT -module structure ρ(α) on V (λ, b, k) ⊗ A where
α = (α1, · · · , αn) ∈ C
n by setting
X(r).(v ⊗ ts) = (X(r)v)⊗ tr+s, X(r) ∈ (LT )r, v ∈ V (λ, b, k), r, s ∈ Z
n;
di.(v ⊗ t
s) = (αi + si)(v ⊗ t
s) ∀ i = 1, · · · , n.
In view of Remark 6.1, it is now clear that (V (λ, b, k)⊗A) is an integrable
LˆT -module with finite dimensional weight spaces. By Theorem 6.4, it also
follows that (V (λ, b, k)⊗A, ρ(α)) is a completely reducible LˆT -module with
only finitely many irrreducible components. Moreover all these irreducible
components occuring in this decomposition are mutually isomorphic up to a
grade shift. Using Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 4.9, we can further conclude
that that each such irreducible component of V (λ, b, k) ⊗ A is isomorphic
to an irreducible integrable module over L˜T where the elements K1, · · · ,Kn
act trivially. In this paper, we have shown that these irreducible components
completely exhaust all such irreducible integrable modules (Theorem 6.4).
Thus we have proved the following theorem:
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Theorem 7.2. Let V be an irreducible integrable L˜T -module having finite
dimensional weight spaces with respect to h˜ and suppose that the elements
K1, · · · ,Kn act trivially on V . Then up to a possible change of coordinates,
V is isomorphic to an irreducible component of (V (λ, b, k) ⊗ A, ρ(α)) for
some k ∈ N, λ = (λ1, · · · , λk), α ∈ C
n and b = (b1, · · · , bk) ∈ C
nk where
bi 6= 0 for each 1 6 i 6 k and m(bi) 6= m(bj) ∀ 1 6 i 6= j 6 k, with all the
λi’s being dominant integral weights of g.
Remark 7.3. From Remark 2.6 and Theorem 4.9, it is completely clear
that our final theorem also classifies the irreducible integrable modules with
finite dimensional weight spaces considered in [4].
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